Carving 8 – What
material is this
gravestone
pretending to be
made from?

Can you find these 8
carvings?
In Calton Old Burial Ground, like lots of old
graveyards, many of the gravestones
have pictures carved on them. Some of
these carvings have special meanings.
Every day we see pictures that tell us
information. Things like road signs, flags,
badges on cars and emblems for sports
clubs all explain complicated ideas in a
simple way. Pictures used in this way are
called symbols.
Looking around the graveyard today
there’s lots of different symbols. Some
explain what sorts of jobs people did and
others tell us about how people thought
about life and death in the past. Some
carvings might be used for decoration
and chosen simply because people
thought they look nice and not hold any
special messages at all. In other cases, a
symbol’s meaning may be lost, forgotten
as times change and people think
differently about the world.

Turn over to find out more.

Carving 7 –
How many
pairs of wings
can you see
on this stone?

Carving 1 –
Whose ship is
this?

Entrance
Carving 2 –
Who is wearing
this crown?

Carving 3 – What
type of musical
instrument is this?
Carving 6 –
Which of the
symbols on this
stone might you
also see on the
flag on a pirate
ship?

Carving 5 –
What parts of
the body can
you see inside
the triangle?

Carving 4 – What
animal can you see
on this stone?

1. Captain Gray's gravestone
Thomas Gray set up this gravestone for his parents and it's
decorated with lots of symbols. On the front, the skull, scythe,
coffin and crossed bones are symbols that tell us about death.
They reminded people passing by that life is short and that
they should live good lives.
Symbols can also tell us what people did for a living. On the
other side of the stone are special tools used by tradesmen
called wrights (which was someone who worked wood). On
the front of the stone, the ship tells us that Thomas Gray was a
sailor.

2. Crowned cherub
As well as explaining ideas about death or what
people did for a living, some symbols tell us about
religious beliefs. This symbol is a winged soul, wearing
a crown. It represents the belief that after death, your
soul would fly up to Heaven. The crown symbolises
righteousness, meaning the person had been good in
life. Unlike the mortality symbols on Captain GrayÕs
stone, these are immortality symbols because they
signify the belief in life after death.

3. Greek and Roman symbols
Ideas from other countries and new fashions bring in new
symbols. As people became interested in the Ancient
Egyptians, Greeks and Romans, symbols like urns and
obelisks became very fashionable. A very tall obelisk stands
near this gravestone.
At the foot of this stone is a U-shaped musical instrument,
similar to a harp, called a Lyre. Played by the ancient
Greeks and Romans, the Lyre symbolises ideas like culture,
poetry and wisdom. All of these are quite fitting for the
bookseller who is buried here.

4. Builder
At the top of this stone are the symbols of the tools of the
builderÕs trade, the hammer and set square. Below is lionÕs
head holding a flowery garland. The lion looks just like
many of the door knockers found on the grand houses of
the New Town, which the builder might have helped to
build. The lion probably doesnÕt have any special
meaning but is just for decoration and inspired by the
fashions of the times for ancient Roman designs.

5. Secret symbols and hidden meanings
Some symbols are meant to be read like a secret code,
they were seen by lots of people but their meaning was
only able to be understood only a few people. On this
stone the eye, hand and pyramid are a design from a
secret society called the Freemasons. Whatever this
symbol meant, it would have told other Freemasons that
this person had been a member of their society.

6. Shoemaker
The person buried here was a shoemaker. How do we
know? Below the crown is a curved tool used for
cutting out leather when making shoes. The crown
shows that the shoemaker belonged to the society of
the Hammermen.
There are other symbols on this stone, including the
skull and cross bones. Some people think of the pirates
when they see the skull and cross bones but may not
know that some pirate flags also had hourglasses on
them too.

7. Hammerman
The crown and hammer on this gravestone was a
badge for a group of craftsmen called the
Hammermen. This was a group of all the trades that
used hammer on metal. Members ranged from
blacksmiths and shoemakers to watchmakers and
jewellers.
The winged soul symbolises a belief in Heaven while
the winged hourglass at the bottom of the stone is a
reminder of how short life was and the passing of time
Ð that time flies!

8. Blacksmith
This is another gravestone where the decoration
isn't just for show but has a special meaning.
When this person died, some gravestones were
being made from iron. Here the stone has been
carved to look like plates of metal, right down to
the screws holding it together! This clever design is
just tailor made for a blacksmith.

